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Abstract. Ubiquitous computing is associated with a vision of everything being
connected to everything. However, for successful applications to emerge, it will
not be the quantity but the quality and usefulness of connections that will
matter. Our concern is how qualitative relations and more selective connections
can be established between smart artefacts, and how users can retain control
over artefact interconnection. We propose context proximity for selective
artefact communication, using the context of artefacts for matchmaking. We
further suggest to empower users with simple but effective means to impose the
same context on a number of artefacts. To prove our point we have
implemented Smart-Its Friends, small embedded devices that become
connected when a user holds them together and shakes them.
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Introduction

The drive toward ubiquitous computing gives rise to smart artefacts, which are objects
of our everyday lives augmented with information technology. These artefacts will
retain their original use and appearance while computing is expected to provide added
value in the background. In particular, added value is expected to arise from
meaningful interconnection of smart artefacts. Advances in wireless networking will
in principle enable large numbers of artefacts to be interconnected, but how can more
specific relationships be established across such networks? And how can users retain
control over information exchange among artefacts? In this technical note we propose
to base artefact relationships on the artefacts’ context, and describe a very easy-to-use
technique for users to explicitly establish artefact connections.
The work we describe was conducted at the early stages of the Smart-Its project on
technologies for computer-augmentation of everyday artefacts, inspired by previous
work in the Mediacup project [1]. One of the project objectives is to develop a range
of small, embedded devices as platforms for augmentation and interconnection of
artefacts. These devices, Smart-Its, in general integrate sensing, processing and
communication with variations in perceptual and computational capability. Sensors
and perception techniques are integrated to facilitate autonomous awareness of an

artefact’s context, independent of infrastructure. Wireless communication is added to
facilitate the sharing of such context among artefacts. In our earlier work we have
explored applications enabled by artefact-based context acquisition and sharing [3].
The research focus in this project is on collective behaviour of Smart-Its-enabled
artefacts, such as collective perception of the environment.
One area of investigation is correlation of context across artefacts as foundation for
collective functionality. In a sense, such correlation can be used for matchmaking
among artefacts, enabling artefacts to discover others with the same or similar
context. Hence, the idea is to have connections established based on context
proximity, which we will discuss further in section 2. As we will point out in that
discussion, context may well be created by explicit user action, and context proximity
may thus be exploited in direct manipulation interfaces. In section 3 we describe a
prototype implementation of such an interface, the Smart-Its Friends. With this
interface technique, a user can establish a connection between two smart artefacts by
simply holding them together and shaking them.
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Context Proximity as a Paradigm for Connecting Artefacts

The traditional approach to connect computational entities over a network is to select
them by means of a unique address. In mobile computing environments, new
paradigms have emerged to support more spontaneous connection of computing
nodes that do not require a priori knowledge of each other. In such a setting,
connections are dynamically established based on discovery of all devices within
sending range.
Another paradigm that emerges with ubiquitous computing is proximity-based
communication, to support connection of temporarily co-located artefacts [6]. The
required proximity is often defined by the network technology, for instance infrared,
and may be the basis for specific techniques to connect artefacts explicitly, for
example point-and-shoot. Spatial proximity may also be handled for connections at a
higher level of abstraction, for instance for situated communication in which spatial
locations are used to relay messages [7]. Spatial proximity can be further generalized
to a notion of context proximity. The stick-e-notes system may serve as an example
for the use of context proximity, using space and time to establish context-dependent
information flow [2].
Context proximity as a paradigm for connecting artefacts is of particular interest in
our project, as artefacts enabled with Smart-Its have built-in context awareness.
Context in Smart-Its generally refers to information about the system environment
obtained through sensors. Context comprises raw sensor data, generic percepts
extracted from sensors, and artefact- or application-specific information resulting
from further abstraction. Hence, Smart-Its are near to each other in terms of context
proximity when they experience similar situations or conditions. We envision two
general ways of exploiting such context proximity for connection of artefacts: implicit
connection and explicit connection.
Implicit connection based on context proximity means that artefacts will be
automatically connected if their individual contexts are within certain proximity,

depending on a suitable distance metric. For example, artefacts or devices worn by a
person will experience similar context (e.g. same movement patterns) which could be
used to establish a private body network that is not easily fooled to provide
information access to other devices that may be detected near-by.
Context proximity can be used for explicit user-controlled connection of artefacts,
if user actions are employed as context. For example, a user may perform the same
gesture on different artefacts, imposing on them the same kind of context. We have
explored this interface concept further in a prototype implementation of Smart-Its
Friends.
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Figure 1. Smart-Its Device Architecture
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Smart-Its Friends

The Smart-Its devices are based on a modular design with two boards, separating the
sensor unit from the core unit. The main components and the data and control flow on
the device are illustrated in figure 1. Acquisition of data is allocated on the sensor
unit, with a dedicated processor for sensor control and extraction of generic features.
Overall device control, application-specific processing, and communication with
other Smart-Its is allocated on the core unit. Application-specific processing might for
example be computation of artefact-specific context or any other further abstraction
from sensor data. The communication interface may support different kinds of
network. Generally we assume that all Smart-Its communicate over a shared wireless
medium, but some Smart-Its may support additional networks to implement gateways.
The Smart-Its device prototypes that were implemented to explore the Friends
concept is shown in figure 2. The two boards have a size of about 4 x 5 cm, and are
mounted on top of each other. The device uses PIC micro-controllers on both boards.
The sensor unit is further equipped with a two-axis accelerometer. Another sensor, a
simple ball switch, is integrated on the core board and directly connected to an
interrupt on the core processor. This enables the device to go into an energy
preserving mode when no movement occurs, and to wake up instantly on movement.
The core board is further equipped with an RFM interface for wireless
communication. The communication is based on detection of Smart-Its within sending
range. All Smart-Its use RFM as shared broadcast medium, based on a simple carrier
sense collision avoidance protocol (CS/CA).

Figure 2. Prototype implementation of the Smart-Its device for validation
of the Friends technique (scale in centimeters)

Connecting Smart-Its Based on Context-Matching
When the Smart-It device is awake, its accelerometer is read with a hard sampling
rate of 1 MHz, but only in intervals of short duration at a much lower soft sampling
rate to minimise energy consumption. The movement data captured per interval is
passed from the sensor unit to the core processor. The data together with the Smart-Its
ID is then broadcast over the shared medium to all other Smart-Its in listening range.
A Smart-It that receives movement data from another device compares the data to its
own most recent movement pattern. If the difference is below a specified threshold
then it accepts the other Smart-It as Friend and establishes a dedicated connection. It
is up to specific applications, how such a connection will then be used.
The connection may physically break when the Smart-Its move out of each others
sending range. However, as soon as they are close enough again they would still
recognise each other as friend and re-establish the connection. However, depending
on the application, it may also make sense that some friends’ connections are given up
over time or when the context changes in certain ways.
Shaking Artefacts to Impose a Connection: an Invisible User Interface
The behaviour built into Smart-Its Friends as described above provides users with a
very easy-to-use interface to impose friendship on Smart-Its (or artefacts augmented
with Smart-Its). Users can now simply take two devices they wish to connect and
move them together, for instance holding them in the hand, briefly waving or shaking.
This imposes the same movement pattern on the devices. In all likelihood, this pattern
will be different from that measured at the same time in other Smart-Its in the
vicinity, ruling out unintended connection. This interface technique is particularly

easy to use, as it does not matter what kind of movement is carried out: it only matters
that it is imposed simultaneously on all devices that are to be connected. It is also
different from simply having the objects touch, since it requires an additional user
action, which should help making unintentional connections less likely.
Application of Smart-Its Friends
For our proof-of-concept we have built a simple awareness application for Smart-Its
Friends. As soon as a device becomes connected, the application will notify the user
with a brief beep. This notification also occurs after a “friend” has been temporarily
out of range and hence disconnected. In this way, two Smart-Its-augmented objects
can be connected and will then notify the users when they venture within a certain
range, acting as a sort of support for “proximity awareness”.
This kind of awareness support is similar to that provided by colleague or group
awareness devices such as the Hummingbird [4]. In fact, the Smart-Its Friends
technique might be used as an interface for Hummingbird-like devices. People
arriving together at a crowded party who want to maintain mutual awareness over the
evening, would briefly put their augmented awareness devices together and give them
a shake. The devices can then notify the users whenever they are close to each other,
creating a sense of awareness similar to that of on-line applications such as ICQ.
Another similar application for Smart-Its Friends could be a child monitor: By
taking two Smart-Its enhanced objects, e.g. two brooches than can be worn by child
and parent, and shaking them together, a connection would be established. Whenever
the child strays out of reach, the parent will get a notification. In a different kind of
application domain, one can further imagine to use Smart-Its Friends to connect
personal objects. For example, a user may connect their credit card to other personal
items such as a car key or pen knife. A smart credit card would then only function if a
friend was around, rendering the card useless if it is lost or stolen.
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Discussion

The Smart-Its Friends technique has obvious application potential for dynamically
creating a logical proximity relation and communication channels between artefacts,
without having to worry about underlying protocols. In the extension, the method can
also be used for other types of end-user programming of smart artefacts. From a user
interface perspective the programming and customisation of ubiquitous computing
artefacts is often problematic, especially for artefacts where there are no explicit input
or output devices. Therefore, it is important to find ways to customise and program
artefacts using other natural activities – gestures, sounds, etc. – something that the
Smart-Its Friends mechanism achieves.
A natural extension of the concept would be to introduce “modifier objects” that
can change the behaviour of other artefacts. By holding a Smart-It augmented object
together with a modifier and shaking them, the artefact’s behaviour could be changed
to that specified by the modifier. One example of such a modifier would be a “magic
stick” with an easy-to-use slider that would allow to parameterise the distance a child

wearing a Smart-It is allowed to be away from the parent’s Smart-It before an alarm is
raised. Another example would be a simple ear-shaped object that might tell another
Smart-It to start paying attention to data from its audio sensors – in other words, to
start listening – whereas an eye-shaped object might turn on the Smart-It’s visual
perception. In the child monitor example above, this might mean that the two SmartIts open an audio channel between each other, so that the parent can hear sounds from
the child. This would make it useful for also monitoring the activities of smaller
children and babies, where aural information is more likely to be important than
movement.
It should be pointed out that “modifier objects” do not really add any functionality
that could not be accessed by other means, for instance by adding specialised buttons.
Instead they are intended to make interaction simple and more intuitive by acting like
physical representations or “tokens” for different functions, much like icons on the
computer desktop call up different programs [5]. We believe that making different
functions physically manifested in this way can be a way to achieve the invisible or
“disappearing” computer interface, thus giving end-users easier access to complicated
functionality in ubiquitous computing applications.
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